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POWERFUL BI AND DASHBOARDS IN ONE PLATFORM
Combining CRM and ERP data,
analytics, data visualization and
dashboards all in a single platform
gives a powerful competitive
advantage. That’s why SMP partnered
with Qlik® to give you the edge.

gives SMP users a unique advantage of
being able to employ a best in class
CRM and a world leading BI tool all in
one spot.

At SMP, we have focused on delivering
solutions for distributors that address
data challenges. We’ve always helped
you combine your ERP and sales data
so that you can approach your
customers, products and markets with
actionable insights that drive real
growth.
Today, we’ve partnered with Qlik, a
proven BI and data visualization
platform that consistently ranks as the
number one BI tool in the world with
over thirty-thousand customers. This
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BI STRATEGIES IN DISTRIBUTION
In our recent focus group study of distributors,
business intelligence showed a healthy
adoption rate in the companies we surveyed.
In fact, 58.3% of companies reported having a
BI solution that is easy to use for their entire
team. However, almost half of the companies
reported having a BI solution that was standalone and not integrated to their CRM.
Additionally, 17.4% of the companies with a BI
solution reported that it was difficult to use
while 12.5% had no BI solution at all.
INSIGHT OPPORTUNITY
According to Forbes Insights’ report, “Time to
Get On Board with Self-Service,” 69% of
businesses with self-serve BI solutions say
that it helps them identify new business
opportunities. There is a clear competitive
advantage to be had with self-serve BI
solutions, but to enjoy the full benefit of
deeper sales and marketing insights, your BI
must be integrated to your CRM system.

What best describes your current
business intelligence strategy?
Our BI solution is easy for our entire team
to use

58.3%

Our BI solution is stand-alone and not
integrated to CRM

46.5%

We can easily create our own interactive
dashboards

45.8%

Our BI solution is difficult to use

17.4%

We don't have any BI solution
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Business intelligence encompasses a lot of
areas and SMP already has many of the tools
you need built in, such as reporting, analytics,
exporting, and more. But unlike other standalone solutions, SMP took it a step further to
offer the next generation of data visualization.
As you can see from the survey results, this is
an area of great interest for distributors.
SMP didn’t set out to build this from scratch,
we instead partnered with Qlik, a proven
platform that consistently ranks as the
number one BI tool in the world with over
thirty-thousand customers. This gives SMP
users a unique advantage of being able to
employ a best in class CRM and a worldleading BI tool all in one spot.

fly and responsive design that allows you to
access your data on any device.
The bottom line is that you want everything
combined, with your CRM and data
visualizations all in one place. That’s the new
winning platform. Leading companies want to
take advantage of all data from their ERP and
create the right visualizations to drive
performance, revenues, and marry customer
touch-points from their CRM all in one
platform.

Perhaps the most exciting part of this new
platform is the ability to explore, analyze,
create, and collaborate on any device,
anywhere, anytime there is a question,
allowing users to instantly solve problems on
the go or find new opportunities for growth.
This includes interacting with your data on the
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SMP CRM WITH BI
UNCOVERS NEW SALES
SMP combines CRM with business
intelligence into one, easy-to-use platform. In
addition to greater ROI and lower cost of
ownership by having a single platform with
both CRM and BI, SMP users have many
strategies at their fingertips for uncovering
hidden sales opportunities and with the
support of self-serve data visualizations. The
insights that these visualizations support can
lead to new sales strategies.
The key to success is action planning, which is
made even easier by using a single system
that combines CRM and BI. You can create
and log your action plans inside of SMP using
activities and make sure everyone on the team
has a role and knows what they’re responsible
for. By tracking your results and managing

your progress, you will have a proven track
record on your path to continuous
improvement.
•

•

•

•
•

Here are just a few ways SMP users use
insight for better sales and marketing
performance:
Generating new target lists, competitive
replacement strategies and product add-on
campaigns
Viewing activities and performance of your
team to make sure nothing falls through
the cracks
Identifying new lists for joint sales calls
with your vendors
Sharing purchasing habits and interactions
with your customers to reinforce the value
you bring and earn new share of wallet

According to Forbes Insights’ report, “Time to Get On Board with SelfService,”
69% of businesses with self-serve BI solutions say that
it helps
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SMP OFFERS A SUPERIOR BI SOLUTION
Many of the companies in the focus group
who already had a BI solution lacked
integration to CRM or were dissatisfied with
the solution. After seeing an overview of the
SMP BI solution, respondents backed up those
results indicating that the SMP BI solution
was at least comparable, easier to use or a
great improvement over their current BI
solution.
SMP’s combined strategy is an opportunity for
you to have the best of both worlds in a single
system. A single platform has wide-ranging
benefits, including:
• Easier training and use
• Lower total cost of ownership by
working with a single vendor solution
• Higher effectiveness with integrated
data across your ERP, CRM and BI
systems
• Lower IT involvement through self-serve
tools for data visualization

Which features of SMP’s dashboards
and visualizations would best serve
your organization?
It looks easier to use than our current BI

It is easily accessible via mobile solutions

It is comparable to our current BI

47.9%
46.5%
40.3%

It would greatly improve our current BI

29.2%

Our team could easily create their own data
24.3%
visualizations
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IT’S EASY TO USE
Distributors love our easy, intuitive, selfserve interface.
Self-Service Creation: Drag-and-drop to
create your own visualizations —
without technical expertise.
Intuitive
Use simple drag-and-drop interfaces to
create flexible, interactive data
visualizations. Explore data with smart
visualizations that automatically
adapts to the parameters you set — no
need for developers, data scientists or
designers.
Smart Search
Use natural search to navigate complex
information to accelerate discovery.
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SMART AND INTERACTIVE
SMP’s BI solution makes it easy to
access your data to tell your story to
customers and coworkers.

Smart, Interactive Visualizations
Beautiful out-of-the-box visualizations
instantly respond to interactions and
changes in context.

Data
Storytelling
Allows you to
share multiple
points of view
— with the
ability to dive
back into
source
analysis at
any point.
Elegant
Easily engage, understand,
communicate, collaborate and share
data to any device with eye-catching,
ready-to-use visualizations.

Responsive Design
Access on any device,
anytime, anywhere.
Secure
Flexible security for
data and content
across all devices.

Predefined, Shared Visualization
Library
Take advantage of data models, apps,
dashboards and stories created by
teammates.
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SMP’S INTEGRATED PLATFORM
CRM, Analytics, BI & Marketing Execution
Sales Management Plus is a leading CRM and
business intelligence application designed for
wholesale distributors. SMP is a “cloud-based”
application that integrates with your ERP
application to leverage important information
such as accounts, contacts, and historical
transaction data.
Combining CRM with business intelligence,
analytics, built-in marketing tools and native
mobile apps is truly the next evolution in sales
and marketing technology. Giving your
executives and your sales teams access to
data allows them to make faster, better
decisions and out-compete the other
distributors in your markets.

•

•
•

•

Explore simple and complex data to
find the hidden data relationships you
didn’t know you could find.
Share knowledge across teams with
push-button simplicity.
Interact with data through drag-anddrop interfaces to create “smart”
visualizations that adapt to your own
parameters.
Combine insights from your ERP data,
sales history and more all through a
single, cost-effective platform.

For more information please visit
www.gosmp.com, or call (949)258-0410

The power of this integrated platform enables
your team to:
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